
Quarterly Issues Report: 3rd Quarter 2013 7/1/13 through 9/30/13

There follows a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by Radio Station WXNT-AM along with 
the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the above period. The listing is by no means 
exhaustive.  The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

July 7, 2013 830a-11a

Eye on Indiana

Host Adam Ritz.  We begin with a live audience in Jacksonville at the University of North Florida talking about student 
run philanthropies.  Our feature interview is with sportscaster Will Hampton who covers the PGA Tour on satellite 
radio. Will shares the amazing milestone the PGA just hit with their total fundraising.  Kevin Loughery from USA 
Taekwondo shares a 4th of July inspiring story of how USA Taekwondo is giving back to the USO and the men and 
women of the United States Military during their championships in Chicago.  We talk about student athlete wellbeing 
with the Washington State University Cougars in Pullman WA, and we round out the show at Susquehanna University 
in PA with a women's mentoring initiative called FACT, Female Athletic Connection Team.

Radio Health Journal

2:03 SEGMENT 1: Sibling abuse 14:03

Synopsis: Psychological or physical abuse by siblings is much more common than most people realize. It can leave 
severe psychological scars. However, parents often downplay it, calling it "normal sibling rivalry." Experts discuss the 
extent of the problem, warning signs of abuse, and how parents can act without involving family services officials and 
endangering the family.   

Host: Reed Pence. Guests: Dr. John Caffaro, Distinguished Prof., California School of Professional Psychology; Nancy 
Kilgore, PTSD trainer, abuse survivor and author, Girl in the Water; Dr. Mandy Morrill, Asst. Prof. of Psychology, 
Valparaiso Univ.

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: public health; youth at risk; child abuse, child safety and child protection; 
parenting issues

17:09 SEGMENT 2: Are pelvic exams necessary? 6:42

Synopsis: The bimanual pelvic exam is a part of the vast majority of visits to the obstetrician-gynecologist. But some 
doctors say they're unnecessary, are not good at detecting disease, and may even cause more harm than good. Experts 
discuss.
 
Host: Nancy Benson. Guests: Dr. George Sawaya, Prof. of Obstetrics, Gynecology and Reproductive Sciences, Univ. 
of California-San Francisco; Dr. Susan Spear, Sr. Vice President of Medical Affairs, EHE International

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: consumerism; health care; women's issues

Viewpoints

1:48 SEGMENT #1 – Recruiting for the CIA: Who fits the bill? 11:11

SYNOPSIS: One of the most popular literary and film genres is the spy thriller. What’s more exciting than reading 
about Jack Ryan or Nick Carter taking on America’s enemies in a cat-and-mouse game of espionage? But is working 
overseas for the CIA really like that? Do Americans “spy” or do they get others to do it for them? We talk to two 
veteran CIA officers about their jobs working in clandestine services overseas, how they recruited foreign nationals to 
work for them, and find out why these foreigners would turn against their country to work for the CIA.

Host: Christopher Michael. Guests:  Jason Matthews, 33-year veteran of the CIA (ret.), author of the spy thriller, “Red 
Sparrow”; Ambassador Henry Crumpton, 24-year veteran of the CIA (ret.), former coordinator for counterterrorism at 
the State Dept., author of the memoir, “The Art of Intelligence: Lessons from a Life in the CIA's Clandestine Service."

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: war, culture, government, international diplomacy

14:04 SEGMENT #2- Weather Forecasting: How accurate can they get? 11:24
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SYNOPSIS: We’ve had a lot of very extreme and dangerous weather this year, and forecasting has kept many people 
out of harm’s way by warning them of dangerous storms, floods and extreme heat. But weather forecasters have their 
share of errors too. Just how do they create their forecasts? And how accurate can they get? We talk to two forecasters 
about how meteorologists put a forecast together, the technology they rely on, why they can’t get it right every time.

Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: Derick Fabert, meteorologist at WCIA 3 TV, Champaign, IL 
(www.illinoishomepage.net/weather); Eric Snodgrass, Dir. of Undergraduate Studies for the Department of 
Atmospheric Sciences, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign (www.illinois.edu). 

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: science, technology, public safety, education, environment

July 14, 2013 830a-11a

Eye on Indiana

Host Adam Ritz. This episode begins with a live audience at the Phi Kappa Psi national convention, highlighting their 
work with the Boys and Girls Club of America.  Segments include a history lesson in Estes Park, Colorado at The 
Stanley Hotel, an Aaron Hernandez report from Lowell Wightman from 360 Mindset, and a Special Olympics initiative 
with Lee Lonzo.

Radio Health Journal

Program # 13-28
Air week: 7-14-13

2:03 SEGMENT 1: Schizophrenia denial 12:44

Synopsis: One of the most difficult aspects of schizophrenia treatment is a frontal lobe disability in half of patients 
which causes them to deny that they are ill, prompting rejection of medication or therapy. A noted expert discusses the 
effects of this on patients, families and therapists, and how families can get people with schizophrenia into treatment 
despite this problem. 

Host: Reed Pence. Guest: Dr. Xavier Amador, Prof. of Psychology, Columbia Univ., Director, LEAP Institute and 
author, I Am Not Sick, I Don't Need Help: How to Help Someone with Mental Illness Accept Treatment  

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: mental illness; consumerism; education; family issues

15:48 SEGMENT 2: Medicine in plain language 8:13

Synopsis: Doctors and scientists have long been criticized for seemingly being unable to speak in understandable 
language. Medical schools are now beginning to teach this skill. We look at how one such effort works. 
 
Host: Nancy Benson. Guests: Dr. Evonne Kaplan-Liss, Assoc. Prof. of Preventive Medicine, Stony Brook Univ. and 
Director, Advanced Graduate Certificate in Health Communications; Ashwin Malhotra, medical student, Stony Brook 
Univ.; Dr. Zack Berger, Asst. Prof. of Medicine, Johns Hopkins Univ. and author, Talking to Your Doctor: A Patient's 
Guide to Communication in the Exam Room and Beyond

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: consumerism; health care

Viewpoints

Program # 13-28
Air week: 7/14/13
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1:50 SEGMENT #1 -  Working During Retirement: What are the best options? 10:44

SYNOPSIS: Millions of baby boomers are either in retirement or planning to retire relatively soon. However, many of 
them would like to work longer – at least part time. What are their options with regard to Social Security, Medicare and 
their retirement nest eggs? We talk to a retirement expert about how to estimate retirement finances; when the best time 
is to collect Social Security and continue working full- or part-time, and how Medicare works with an employer’s 
health plan.  We also talk to an anthropologist about a factory that welcomes seniors into their workforce – even those 
100 years old – and how they and the workers benefit from the experience.

Host: Christopher Michael. Guests:  Susan B. Garland, editor, “Kiplinger’s Retirement Report,” (www.kiplingers.com); 
Caitrin Lynch, Assoc. Prof. of Anthropology, Olin College of Engineering, Needham, MA, author of “Retirement on 
the Line: Age, work and value in an American factory,” (www.retirementontheline.net ).

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: labor, senior citizens, personal finance, business, government

13:35 SEGMENT #2- Man Made: A father’s quest for machismo 11:50

SYNOPSIS: When a father finds out that his new baby is a boy, what goes through his mind? It’s different for 
everyone, but for humor columnist Joel Stein it was sheer terror!  Stein, who was not an outdoorsy, sporty, risk-taking 
child or adult, realized he was going to have to “man up” so he could teach his son about camping, self-defense, day 
trading, boot camp, baseball – all the macho arts. So he went out and found the best people he could to teach him. He 
talks about his adventures in manhood and about what he learned from the experiences and the men who schooled him.

Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: Joel Stein, humor columnist, Time magazine, author of “Man Made: A stupid quest for 
masculinity,” (www.thejoelstein.com).

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: military, finance, sports and recreation, family issues

July 21, 2013 830a-11a

Radio Health Journal

Program # 13-29
Air week: 7-21-13

2:04 SEGMENT #1: The limits of aging 12:55

Synopsis: Recent advertising campaigns claim that a 150-year lifespan is imminent. But is it? Experts discuss what we 
know about the limits of aging, quality of life and care for the aged, the relationship of research and lifespans, and 
whether people would actually want to live a century and a half even if they could.

Host: Reed Pence. Guests: Dr. Laura Carstensen, Prof. of Psychology, Stanford Univ. and Director, Stanford Center on 
Longevity; Dr. Steven Austad, Prof., Barshhop Institute for Longevity and Aging Studies, Univ. of Texas Health 
Science Center, San Antonio; Nancy Berlinger, Research Scholar, Hastings Center and lead author, Guidelines for 
Decisions on Life-Sustaining Treatment and Care Near the End of Life 

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: Aging; senior citizens; technology; ethics

16:02 SEGMENT #2: "Photographic memory" 7:48

Synopsis: Some people who remember things extremely well may claim they have a "photographic memory," but some 
experts say such a thing doesn't really exist. Experts discuss how memory works. 
 
Host: Nancy Benson. Guests: Dr. Barry Gordon, Prof. of Neurology and Cognitive Science, Johns Hopkins Univ.; Dr. 
Rodney Roediger, Washington Univ., St. Louis.
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COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: science and technology; education

Viewpoints

Program # 13-29
Air week: 7/21/13

1:49 SEGMENT #1 – Cows Save the Planet: Reducing greenhouse gases on the farm 11:40
SYNOPSIS: A lot has been written about ways to mitigate greenhouse gases from the atmosphere, but not much has 
been said about how soil and cows can help achieve this goal. We talk to an author and soil researcher about how soil 
conservation, smart tillage, cover crops and dairy cattle management can reduce the amount of carbon and methane 
expelled into the air and, in the process, enrich the soil and keep dairy cattle healthy and productive.

Host: Christopher Michael. Guests:  Judith D. Schwartz, journalist, author of “Cows Save the Planet,” 
(www.judithdschwartz.com); Matt Ruark, Asst. Prof. in Dept. of Soil Science, Extension Soil Scientist, Univ. of 
Wisconsin, Madison (www.soils.wisc.edu).  

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: agriculture, climate change, animal science, technology

14:29 SEGMENT #2- Crosswords: Not Just for Grandma Anymore 11:01

SYNOPSIS:  You see it everywhere: middle-aged people and seniors working crossword puzzles on the train, bus or in 
the coffee shop. Why don’t younger people do crosswords? Where are the puzzle-solving Gen-Y’ers? We talk to a 
young puzzle constructor about how he’s trying to change the look and feel of the old-fashioned crossword to make it 
more relevant to younger solvers. We also find out how he became the youngest person to ever create a Sunday 
crossword for the New York Times.

Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: Natan Last, crossword constructor, author of the book, “Word: 144 Crossword Puzzles 
That Prove It’s Hip to Be Square,” (www.workman.com). 

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: youth, arts & recreation, media

July 28, 2013 830a-11a

Radio Health Journal

Program # 13-30
Air week: 7-28-13

2:04 SEGMENT #1: Lowering the DUI threshold 12:00

Synopsis: The National Transportation Safety Board has recommended lowering the DUI threshold from .08 BAC to 
.05 as a means of reducing drunk driving. Advocates are divided on whether such a reduction would have much effect, 
and the legislative fight would drag on for years. Experts discuss this and other moves that might have larger and more 
immediate impact.

Host: Reed Pence. Guests: Deborah Hersman, Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board; Jan Withers, National 
President, MADD (Mothers Against Drunk Driving); Ray Peck, head of R.C. Peck & Assoc. and Project Chief 
Research Scientist, Pacific Institute of Research & Evaluation; Gary Biller, President, National Motorists Assn.

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: drunk driving; highway safety; public safety; government and regulation; legal 
issues
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15:08 SEGMENT #2: What Doctors Feel 8:44

Synopsis: Doctors are often accused of holding emotions too much at bay. A physician who has examined the issue 
discusses the importance of emotion in the practice of medicine.
 
Host: Nancy Benson. Guests: Dr. Danielle Ofri, Assoc. Prof. of Medicine, New York Univ. and author, What Doctors 
Feel: How Emotions Affect the Practice of Medicine

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: health care; public health; consumerism; education

Viewpoints

Program # 13-30
Air week:  7/28/13

1:48 SEGMENT #1 – Television: Is it becoming too raunchy for our kids? 10:23

SYNOPSIS: With so many channels on TV today, you can find programs that cater to everyone’s tastes. However, 
some parents think that there’s not much out there in prime time that is safe for families with children to watch. They 
say that even network TV is becoming raunchier with “pixelated” or blurred nudity becoming more common, and bad 
language and sexual references made even on some animated shows. We talk to two television specialists about the 
issue, why it happens and how parents can better keep track of their children’s viewing.

Host: Christopher Michael. Guests:  Dan Isett, Dir. of Public Policy for The Parents Television Council 
(www.parentstv.org); Dr. Charles Coletta, instructor in the Department of Popular Culture, Bowling Green State Univ. 
(www.bgsu.edu).

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: children & family issues; government; media; censorship; popular culture

13:02 SEGMENT #2- A Mother and Son’s Journey to Sobriety 12:26

SYNOPSIS: Alcoholism is a serious problem in the U.S., and recognizing and recovering from it is a long and arduous 
journey. We talk to a best-selling author and her son, both of whom battle alcoholism, about their years of drinking, 
how they stopped and how they manage to remain on the wagon despite the temptations in our drinking culture.

Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: Martha Grimes, best-selling author of detective fiction, and her son Ken Grimes, a 
public relations professional, co-authors of the book “Double Double: A dual memoir of alcoholism,” 
(www.marthagrimes.com). 

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: alcoholism and addiction, health, family issues

August 4, 2013 830a-11a

Eye on Indiana

Host Adam Ritz.  A live audience at The University of Kentucky welcomes the show, as we meet the men of Kappa 
Alpha Order and learn about their community service and the MDA.  Our feature interview is with Jeff Saturday, 
retired from the NFL, and a current NFL analyst with ESPN.  With recent negative stories in the media about Pro 
Athletes, we stop to learn about Jeff's inspiring story of how he got to the League, and talk Life Skills as well.  We then 
welcome Shawn Collinsworth from Phi Kappa Psi and talk about their work with the Boys and Girls Club of America.  
We round out the show with Healthy Dating expert Aaron Boe.

Radio Health Journal
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Program # 13-31
Air week: 8-4-13

2:05 SEGMENT #1: Refuse workers: respect your local garbageman 12:09

Synopsis: It turns out that day in and day out, refuse workers have the most dangerous municipal job, with more 
injuries than police or firefighters. Two experts discuss the massive job of hauling our garbage away.

Host: Reed Pence. Guests: Robin Nagle, Clinical prof. of Anthropology and Urban Studies, New York Univ., 
anthropologist in residence, New York Sanitation Dept., and author, Picking Up: On the Streets and Behing the Trucks 
with the Sanitation Workers of New York City; Sam Shick, franchise operator, 1-800-GOT-JUNK.

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: local and municipal government; worker safety; environment

15:15 SEGMENT #2: Odd medical treatments of the past 7:47

Synopsis: An expert examines how far we've come in medicine by focusing on past practices, which lead him to 
conclude doctors in ancient Greece provided better care than those in the US 150 years ago.
 
Host: Nancy Benson. Guest: Nathan Belofsky, author, Strange Medicine: A Shocking History of Real Medical 
Practices Through the Ages.

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: education; consumerism

Viewpoints

Program # 13-31
Air week: 8/4/2013

1:50 SEGMENT #1 – Deserters of WWII: Untold stories 10:15

SYNOPSIS: With all of the films, books and tributes to the brave men and women who fought in World War II, no one 
has addressed the topic of the thousands of Allied soldiers who deserted during that war. Why did they leave their 
units? Where did they go? What happened to them if they were caught? We talk to an author who brings the stories of 
the deserters to light, and discusses how these men were most often not cowards, but brave combat fighters who were 
mentally drained after months or years in combat.

Host: Christopher Michael. Guests:  Charles Glass, author of “The Deserters: A hidden history of World War II,” 
(www.charlesglass.net). 

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: war, mental health, prisons, the military, government, crime

12:57 SEGMENT #2- Science Fiction: What makes it so popular? 12:30

SYNOPSIS: Everywhere you look, there are scifi movies, books, games and television shows. Why is this genre so 
popular now? What is it that makes the characters of shows and films such as “Star Trek,” “Battlestar Gallactica,” and 
“Star Wars” so beloved and enduring? We talk to two authors and a film critic about the resurgence of scifi, and  what 
makes a good scifi story.

Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: D.J. MacHale, author of the young adult scifi novel, “Sylo,” 
(www.djmachalebooks.com);  Dann Gire, film critici for the Chicago Daily Herald (www.dailyherald.com); Jeffrey 
Brown, author of the illustrated children’s book, “Vader’s Little Princess,” (www.chroniclebooks.com). 

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: literature, media, popular culture, science & technology, parenting

August 11, 2013 830a-11a
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Eye on Indiana

Host Adam Ritz.  We start the show with a live studio audience at Twin Lakes High School as we honor the 'Caught In 
The Act' award to Matt Bonnell.  The 'Caught In The Act' award celebrates the student athlete that demonstrates high 
character, community service and leadership off the field.  Our feature interview is with Jim Ross from the WWE.  Mr. 
Ross is in the WWE Hall Of Fame and works with developing the new talent in the world of wrestling, stressing the 
importance of character.  Jim is also an advocate for Bells Palsy awareness.  Segments include catching up with 
Duncan Fletcher from the Professional Association of Athlete Development Specialists, Jake Miller from the Simon 
Youth Foundation and their $10 million in scholarships, and learning about a community service project at Carol City 
High School in Miami, FL.

Radio Health Journal

Program # 13-32
Air week: 8-11-13

2:05 SEGMENT #1: Supermarket dietitians 12:29

Synopsis: One of the hottest food store trends is the rapidly increasing number of supermarket dietitians. Experts 
discuss the extra value of health providers offering hands on advice to customers in the very place food purchase 
decisions are made.

Host: Reed Pence. Guests: Nancy Tringali Piho, Director, Shopping for Health; Phil Lempert, CEO, Retail Dietitians 
Business Alliance, Food Trends Editor, NBC's Today and Contributing Editor, Supermarket News; Sharon Palmer, 
registered dietitian and author, The Plant Power Diet

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: consumerism; public health and nutrition; economics

15:32 SEGMENT #2: New treatments for irritable bowel syndrome 8:31

Synopsis: Irritable bowel syndrome affects a surprisingly large proportion of Americans, yet many do not get help. An 
expert discusses new treatments that could ease the suffering of millions.
Host: Nancy Benson. Guest: Dr. Steven Lamm, Director, New York Univ. Men's Health Center and author, No Guts, 
No Glory.

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: education; consumerism

Viewpoints

Program # 13-32
Air week: 8/11/13

1:49 SEGMENT #1 – Entrepreneurs: How to get a leg up in small business 10:43

SYNOPSIS: Starting a small business is a lot of work, and many of them fail – or never get off the ground in the first 
place. We talk to two entrepreneur specialists about some of the important points that need to be considered when 
you’re thinking of starting your own business, and how to avoid some of the pitfalls of going out on your own.

Host: Christopher Michael. Guests:  Elizabeth Ü, author of the book, “Raising Dough: The complete guide to financing 
a socially responsible food business,” (www.financeforfood.com); Patrick J. Murphy, Professor of Management in the 
Driehaus College of Business, DePaul University, Chicago, IL (commerce.depaul.edu).  

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: business, banking & finance, education, family

13:37 SEGMENT #2- Beach Reads: What makes a good guilty pleasure book? 11:46
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SYNOPSIS: As summer winds down, the days of leisure at the beach reading a book are numbered. Many people take 
their “guilty pleasure” books – the ones they hide under a plain cover – to read on vacation or just sitting around on a 
warm day. But what makes a book a good “beach read”?  We talk to four best-selling authors of fiction about how they 
create their books to hook the reader from the beginning chapter to the final word, and keep them coming back for 
more.

Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: Philippa Gregory, best-selling author of “The White Princess,” 
(www.philippagregory.com); Matt Hilton, best-selling author of “Blood and Ashes,” from the Joe Hunter series 
(www.matthiltonbooks.com); Bella Andre, best-selling author of the Sullivan Series of romance novels, including “The 
Look of Love,” and “From This Moment On,” (www.bellaandre.com); Lisa Renée Jones, best-selling author of the 
Inside Out Trilogy, including “If I Were You,” (www.lisareneejones.com). 

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: recreation and leisure, literature, history, popular culture

August 18, 2013 830a-11a

Eye on Indiana

Host Adam Ritz.  The live audience at Southern Miss helps kick off this show as we award the 'Caught In The Act' 
honor to Golden Eagle fullback Bruce Johnson.  We learn how faith helped Appalachian State football beat Michigan 
from App State pastor Reggie Hunt.  Sports Psychologist Lowell Wightman returns with a 360 Mindset report about 
Humility, Johnny Football and more.  Miami Hurricane running back Brandon Yosha shares his inspiring story of 
perseverance to get back on the field after two major injuries to become the only freshman walk on in school history to 
get Hurricane playing time.

Radio Health Journal 

Program # 13-33
Air week: 8-18-13

1:55 SEGMENT #1: Caffeine in foods 13:03

Synopsis: Caffeine used to be present in only coffee, tea, and some sodas. Now energy drinks have opened the door to 
added caffeine in all kinds of foods, from pancake syrup to candy. Experts discuss if foodmakers have overstepped 
limits of safety and propriety, and whether the FDA needs to step in with the limits it is considering. 

Host: Reed Pence. Guests: Dr. Michael Jacobson, Executive Director, Center for Science in the Public Interest; Michael 
Taylor, Deputy Commissioner for Foods, US Food and Drug Administration; Dr. Marcie Schneider, adolescent 
medicine specialist, Greenwich, CT, and author of report from American Academy of Pediatrics report on energy 
drinks and sports drinks.

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: consumerism; food safety; consumer safety; public health and nutrition; child 
safety; federal government and regulation

16:00 SEGMENT #2: Leadership and mental illness 8:01

Synopsis: Studies show that in good times, "level headed" leaders do well. However, one leading expert on mood 
disorders explains that in times of war and crisis, leaders such as Lincoln, Franklin Roosevelt and M.L. King, who led 
utilizing traits of mental illness, may be more effective.   

Host: Nancy Benson. Guest: Dr. Nassir Ghaemi, Prof. of Psychiatry and Director, Mood Disorders Program, Tufts 
Univ., and author, A First Rate Madness.

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: military; government, politics, and elections; mental illness
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Viewpoints

Program # 13 - 33
Air week: 8/18/13

1:49 SEGMENT #1 – Co-ops: Can they help rescue the economy? 10:26

SYNOPSIS: Cooperatives are everywhere – from credit unions to farmers’ markets to hardware stores – but do they 
have enough muscle to really change our economy? We talk to three co-op specialists about the history of these 
business models, how they compete in the world of corporations and small business, and how they offer a unique 
alternative to commerce that can not only make money and employ workers, but also bring communities together.

Host: Christopher Michael. Guests:  Gar Alperovitz, Lionel R. Bauman Professor of Political Economy, University of 
Maryland, author of the book, “What Then Must We Do? Straight talk about the next American Revolution,” 
(www.garalperovitz.com); Brent Hueth, Assoc. Prof. and Agricultural and Applied Economics Director, Center 
for Cooperatives, University of Wisconsin, Madison (www.wisc.edu); Dr. Gregory McKee, Assoc. Prof. and Director 
of the Quentin Burdick Center for Cooperatives, North Dakota State University (www.ndsu.edu).

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: large & small business, labor unions, economy, social/political movements, 
cooperatives, banking

13:19 SEGMENT #2- Office Idiots: Working with difficult people 13:04

SYNOPSIS: Anyone who’s worked in a business knows that there are people at the office or plant who are almost 
impossible to get along with. Why do these workers make it a misery to come to work each day? What pleasure do they 
get from harassing you? And why do women bosses sometimes try to derail other women’s careers? We talk to a 
psychologist and a business expert about these difficult people, why they do what they do and how to work with – or 
around – them.  

Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: Meredith Fuller, psychologist in Melbourne, Australia, author of the book, “Working 
with Bitches: Identify the eight types of office mean girls and rise above workplace nastiness,” 
(www.meredithfuller.com.au); Dr. Kenneth Lloyd, management consultant and author of “Office Idiots: What to do if 
your workplace is a jerkplace,” (www.jerksatwork.com).

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: employment, sexual harassment, career planning, women’s issues

August 25, 2013 830a-11a

Eye on Indiana

Host Adam Ritz.  This show kicks off with a live studio audience at the University of Wyoming, as we honor Wyoming 
Cowboys student athlete Eric Nazatcha with the 'Caught In The Act Award' for high character.  Segments include 
talking with sports psychologist Dr. Sheriece Sadberry at the University of Kansas about her work with the Jayhawks' 
student athletes, educating about the effects of drugs and alcohol on the body's performance.  We have a follow up 
report with the Executive Director of 'Uplifting Athletes' Scott Shirley, to learn more about how Uplifting Athletes 
works with College Football to raise money for rare diseases.  We also travel to the University of Cincinnati to honor 
the students for the money they've raised for various charities including the Make A Wish Foundation and the Freestore 
Foodbank.

Radio Health Journal

Program # 13-34
Air week: 8-25-13
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2:01 SEGMENT #1: Study drugs on campus 11:57

Synopsis: Studies show that on some college campuses, half or more of all students will have used an illicit ADHD 
drug to get better grades by the time they graduate. Experts discuss the attitudes of students toward these drugs and the 
new moves by many student health services to clamp down on their easy availability.

Host: Reed Pence. Guests: Dr. Ruth Hughes, CEO, CHADD (Children and Adults with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 
Disorder); Dr. Alan DeSantis, Prof. of Communications, Univ. of Kentucky; Dr. Ted Grace, Director of Student Health 
Services, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: youth at risk; education; colleges and universities; drugs and drug abuse; 
consumerism

15:00 SEGMENT #2: Grief 9:00

Synopsis: Everyone deals with grief at one time or another. An expert discusses how it's experienced by most people, 
and what separates normal grief from more problematic depression A writer/illustrator discusses his experience dealing 
with his spouse's sudden death. 

Host: Nancy Benson. Guests: Dr. Ronald Pies, Prof. of Psychiatry, State Univ. of New York Upstate Medical Univ. and 
Clinical Prof. of Psychiatry, Tufts Univ.; Danny Gregory, author and illustrator, A Kiss Before You Go

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: mental illness; family issues

Viewpoints

Program # 13-34
Air week: 8/25/13

1:50 SEGMENT #1 – Infrastructure: How bad is it? Why can’t we fix it? 11:31

SYNOPSIS: The roads, bridges and other infrastructure in the U.S. are in a sad state with bridges collapsing and roads 
crumbling under our feet. What needs to be done to fix them? And why can’t we seem to light a fire under the 
government to get the job done? We talk to two infrastructure specialists about the situation and hear their opinions on 
how to deal with the problem.

Host: Christopher Michael. Guests:  Donald MacDonald, architect and co-author of the book, “Bay Bridge: History and 
design of a new icon,” (www.donaldmacdonaldarchitects.com); Joe Schwieterman, professor in DePaul University’s 
Graduate School of Public Service, and Director of the Chaddick Institute for Metropolitan Development 
(las.depaul.edu/chaddick).

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: urban and rural infrastructure, government, public safety, transportation, 
economy

14:24 SEGMENT #2 – Flirting: New techniques for a new millennium 10:58

SYNOPSIS: Does anyone really flirt anymore? Or is that a throwback to the “Mad Men” days of the 50’s and 60’s? 
According to our two guests, flirting is alive, and well in the new millennium, but young women are often unsure of 
just how to do it effectively. Our guests discuss the new “rules” for flirting, how to get out there and find someone to 
have fun with, and how to extricate yourself from someone who infringes on your space. 

Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: Ariel Kiley and Simone Kornfeld, co-authors of the book, “Smitten: The way of the 
brilliant flirt,” www.smittenbook.com); (twitter: @smittenbook).

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: women’s issues, inter-personal relationships, popular culture
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September 1, 2013 830a-11a

Eye on Indiana

Host Adam Ritz.  This show begins at Lehigh University with a live studio audience talking about social media 
implications in a job interview. Our featured interview is with rock legend Rudy Sarzo from Quiet Riot talking about 
his book, drugs and alcohol, and “not” trying to keep up with Ozzy. We spend time at the University of Alabama 
covering how the student athletes won the 'Disney Spirit Award' for their service after the devastating 2011 tornado that 
ripped through Tuscaloosa. We round out the show with a group of students from Penn State University talking about 
the famous “Dance Marathon” philanthropy that raises millions of dollars for children with cancer.

Radio Health Journal

Program # 13-35
Air week: 9-1-13

2:04 SEGMENT #1: Boys' violent play 12:31

Synopsis: Little boys are often stopped from playing the way they want to in preschool and kindergarten, or made to 
change the stories they tell, because it's all "too violent." Teachers may worry that allowing violent play and images 
will desensitize children to violence. Experts explain that these worries are unfounded, and that children grow in many 
ways through play.

Host: Reed Pence. Guests: Dr. Mary Ellin Logue, Assoc. Prof. of Early Childhood Education, Univ. of Maine; Jane 
Katch, kindergarten teacher and author, Under Deadman's Skin: Discovering the Meaning of Children's Violent Play.

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: children and youth at risk; education; violence in society; parenting issues

15:37 SEGMENT #2: The joy of singing 8:21

Synopsis: Research shows that singing in a group has health benefits, as well as simply making people feel good. 
Experts and participants discuss this increasing singing trend in society. 

Host: Nancy Benson. Guests: Stacy Horn, author, Imperfect Harmony: Finding Happiness Singing With Others; Dr. 
Barbara Reuer, CEO and Founder, Musicworx, Inc. music therapy practice, San Diego; Karen Hesley, speech 
pathologist and director, Tremble Clefs singing group

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: psychology; pop culture; elderly, senior citizens, and aging

Viewpoints

Program # 13-35
Air week: 9/1/13

1:50 SEGMENT #1 – John Quincy Adams: One of our greatest patriots 10:55

SYNOPSIS: When someone asks “who’s your favorite president?” most people say Lincoln or Washington or 
Jefferson or Reagan or Clinton, or some other famous commander-in-chief. The name John Quincy Adams rarely 
makes anyone’s top 3 list. But that’s because what he did as president pales in comparison to what he did before and 
after he had the top job. We talk to John Quincy’s biographer about the triumphs of liberty, equality, peace and justice 
our sixth president won not as president, but as a true patriot outside the White House.

Host: Christopher Michael. Guests:  Harlow Giles Unger, author of “John Quincy Adams,” 
(www.harlowgilesunger.com).
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COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: slavery, racial issues, law, presidency, international affairs and politics

13:47 SEGMENT #2- Reality vs. Your Brain’s View of the World 11:46

SYNOPSIS:  We walk around in our world, thinking that we have a good grasp on what’s happening around us and 
how we fit into it. But, do we? Does our view of the world and our place in it jibe with reality? Or do we fudge the 
facts to make ourselves look better and our enemies look worse? Can we admit our mistakes? Or do we make up stories 
that justify our actions? We talk to an author and a psychologist about the “heuristics” – or shortcuts – and the fallacies 
that we use every day to make sense of our world.

Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: David McRaney, author of “You Are Now Less Dumb,” 
(www.youarenotsosmart.com); Mark Pezzo, Associate Prof. of Psychology, University of South Florida, St. Petersburg 
(www.usfsp.edu).

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: mental health, superstitions, prejudice, science, evolution

September 8, 2013 830a-11a

Eye on Indiana

Host Adam Ritz.  This show begins at the University of Toledo in front of a live audience as we award the 'Caught In 
The Act' honor.  Toledo Rockets football players Jeremiah Detmer and Alvin Fletcher both earned 4.0 GPA's last 
semester, and are recognized for this awesome achievement.  Interviews include John Carr, the Director of Football 
Operations at the University of Southern Mississippi, as we learn more about community service and the student 
athlete.  We're then joined by Rob Kendall of 'The Robbie Kendall Show' to discuss a recent news story about an Iowa 
Hawkeye student who was arrested with a .341 BAC, and then irresponsibly tweeted about the arrest.  We round out 
the show in New Orleans at Tulane University with a charity called Emily's Entourage which benefits Cystic Fibrosis.

Radio Health Journal

Program # 13-36
Air week: 9-8-13

2:02 SEGMENT #1: Misophonia--rage at small sounds 12:01

Synopsis: A surprisingly large number of people may become agitated or even enraged when they hear "mouth sounds" 
such as chewing or slurping, sniffling, or crunching of paper. This disorder, misophonia, is largely unknown, but 
researchers believe audio processing of these sounds is mis-routed to rage centers in the brain. Experts and a sufferer 
discuss the syndrome.

Host: Reed Pence. Guests: Paul Tabachneck, IT professional, musician, and misophonia sufferer; Judy Krauthamer, 
author, Sound Rage: A Primer of the Neurobiology and Psychology of a Little Known Anger Disorder; Dr. Aage 
Moller, Prof. of Behavioral and Brain Sciences, Univ. of Texas at Dallas.

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: youth at risk; education; interpersonal relations; health care

15:07 SEGMENT #2: Regeneration from skin cells 8:14

Synopsis: Scientists have learned how to make stem cells from skin cells, opening the door to regeneration of tissues 
and organs from a person's own cells to bypass rejection. A scientist in the field explains how it works and how the 
process could be used in the future. 

Host: Nancy Benson. Guest: Dr. Andre Choulika, Chairman and CEO, Sceil biotech firm

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: technology; ethics; health care; consumerism
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Viewpoints

Program # 13-36
Air week: 9/8/13

1:45 SEGMENT #1 – Comfort Foods: How they help us through hard times 11:03

SYNOPSIS: Why do we often turn to certain foods when we experience a trauma or a loss? What is it about the mac 
and cheese or the ice cream that makes us feel better? We talk to a psychologist, a New Orleans writer/filmmaker and a 
Boston restaurateur about the lure of comfort food, and their culinary experiences during times of sadness and disaster 
in their cities.

Host: Christopher Michael. Guests:  Jordan Troisi, Visiting Asst. Prof. of Psychology, Widener University, Chester, PA 
(www.widener.edu); Lolis Eric Elie, writer, filmmaker and author of the book, “Treme: Stories and Recipes from the 
Heart of New Orleans,” (www.loliselie.com); Joanne Chang, owner of Flour Bakery Cafés in Boston, author of the 
cookbook, “Flour, too: Indispensible recipes for the café’s most loved sweets and savories,” (www.flourbakery.com). 

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: natural and manmade disasters, commerce, mental health, family issues

13:53 SEGMENT #2- Women’s Safety: Using injury to avoid harm 11:37

SYNOPSIS: Safety is a concern that’s always on the minds of women – it’s like they have a sixth sense for knowing 
when a person or group isn’t safe. Yet, because of socialization, many women will get on the elevator alone with a 
strange man, despite the alarm bells going off in their heads; or she’ll walk alone to her car in a dark parking garage so 
she doesn’t inconvenience the other women in the group. We talk to a self-protection expert about why it’s not wrong 
to listen to your “gut,” and why any woman – or man – should be able to lash out and injure an attacker in order to 
avoid being seriously harmed.

Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: Tim Larkin, Self-protection expert, author of the book, “Survive the Unthinkable: A 
total guide to women’s self-protection,” (www.timlarkin.com).

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: crime, women’s issues, education, public health

September 15, 2013 830a-11a

Eye on Indiana

Host Adam Ritz.  We begin in Ames, Iowa with the football team at Iowa State University, and award the 'Caught in 
The Act' honor for character to senior punter Kirby Van Der Kamp.  We roll on in Pittsburgh at Robert Morris 
University with Bobbie Jo Belus.  Bobbie Jo discusses working with The Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh, her female 
status in the man's world of college football, and legendary RMU head coach Joe Walton.  Also, we talk with 360 
Mindset founder Lowell Wightman in Boulder, Colorado.  Lowell shares his views on Sports Psychology and a great 
charitable organization called MissRepresentation.org.  Maria Gomez reports from Albuquerque, New Mexico on Zach 
Landon, a high school football player who is battling cancer.  We round out the show in Lexington, Kentucky learning 
more about a charity called 'God's Pantry' and how the UK Wildcat student athletes contribute.

Radio Health Journal

Program # 13-37
Air week: 9-15-13

2:03 SEGMENT #1: Obesity bias in medicine 12:54
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Synopsis: Studies show that medical professionals are second only to family members as a source of bias against obese 
and overweight people. Experts discuss why this might occur, the medical harm that can result, and how medicine 
might be able to reverse its behavior.

Host: Reed Pence. Guests: Dr. Rebecca Puhl, Deputy Director, Rudd Center for Food Policy and Obesity, Yale Univ.; 
Dr. Arya Sharma, Prof. of Medicine and Chairman, Obesity Research and Management, Univ. of Alberta; Dr. Kim 
Gudzune, Asst. Prof. of Medicine, Johns Hopkins Univ.

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: discrimination; health care; public health; education; consumerism

16:01 SEGMENT #2: Letting go to achieve a good death 8:10

Synopsis: It's a fine line between preserving life and prolonging death. An award winning science writer discusses her 
personal experience observing how medical professionals and patients differ in their acceptance of impending death, 
and what families need to know to navigate the end of life toward a "good death."

Host: Nancy Benson. Guest: Katy Butler, author, Knocking on Heaven's Door: The Path to a Better Way of Death.

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: ethics; health care; consumerism; family issues; technology and society

Viewpoints

Program # 13 - 37
Air week: 9/15/13

1:45 SEGMENT #1 – Bullying and Ostracism: Social slights can have long-term effects 12:52

SYNOPSIS: With the beginning of the school year comes the beginning of bullying for some kids and ostracism for 
others. But why do kids do it? How does it really affect the victim – and the tormenter? Does bullying have long-lasting 
effects for some kids? How can parents and schools work to make the school experience a good one for all kids? We 
talk to two behavior specialists about the issues of ostracism and bullying and find out why they happen and 
what can be done to stop these behaviors. 

Host: Christopher Michael. Guests:  Bill Copeland, Assoc. Prof. at Duke University Medical Center, Dept. of 
Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences (www.duke.edu); Kipling Williams, Prof. of Psychological Sciences, Purdue 
University and a specialist in ostracism (http://williams.socialpsychology.org)  (www.purdue.edu). 
(www.stopbullying.gov).

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: mental & physical health, children and family issues, schools, employment, 
addition

15:41 SEGMENT #2- The Man Who Quit Money 9:52

SYNOPSIS: Do you think you could give up money – ALL money – and live by yourself off the land? Do you think 
you’d be welcomed by friends and family if you did? We talk to an author whose friend did give up money and we find 
out how it affected him socially, physically and spiritually.

Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: Mark Sundeen, author of “The Man Who Quit Money,” (www.marksundeen.com). 

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: consumerism, religion, family issues, poverty & homelessness, volunteerism

September 22, 2013 830a-11a

Eye on Indiana
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Host Adam Ritz.  This show starts live at the University of Kansas with the Kansas Jayhawks football team, as we 
honor Shane Smith with the 'Caught In The Act' award for integrity and character.  Our feature interview takes us to 
Laramie, Wyoming to chat with Wyoming Cowboys head football coach Dave Christensen about his program called 
The Champions Club which promotes academics and character with his student athletes.  We then learn about Jennifer 
Connor's mustard company Mustard Girl, and how they work with a child obesity organization called Common 
Threads.  The show wraps up from Penn State as we talk to 5th year senior offensive lineman Eric Shrive about his 
national award for his work with Uplifting Athletes, which raises money and awareness for Rare Diseases.

Radio Health Journal

Program # 13-38
Air week: 9-22-13

2:00 SEGMENT #1: Health insurance exchanges opening--will they be ready? 12:32

Synopsis: State insurance exchanges that are central to the Affordable Care Act are scheduled to begin enrolling on 
Oct. 1. Experts discuss the likely problems that consumers may face as they enter the market. 

Host: Reed Pence. Guests: Dan Schuyler, Director of Exchange Technology, Leavitt Partners; r. Paul Ginsberg, 
President, Center for Studying Health System Change; Kevin Lucia, Senior Research Fellow, Center on Health 
Insurance Reforms, Georgetown Univ.; Laura Summers, Director of State Intelligence, Leavitt Partners.
COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: health care; public health; consumerism; state government; federal government; 
public policy; economics; education; politics

15:36 SEGMENT #2: The origins of eating disorders 7:47

Synopsis: Eating disorders are widespread among teenage girls, but those disorders do not disappear as women age. 
Women get better at hiding them. An expert and former bulimic discusses psychological causes and treatment.   

Host: Nancy Benson. Guest: Joanna Poppink, psychotherapist and author, Healing Your Hungry Heart: Recovering 
From Your Eating Disorder.

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: health care; women's issues; youth at risk

Viewpoints

Program # 13-38
Air week: 9/22/13

1:48 SEGMENT #1 -  Promote Yourself: Advice for Gen-Y’ers in the workplace 12:06

SYNOPSIS:  Gen-Y’ers are entering the workplace in droves, but they’re sometimes fish out of water in an office 
where Baby Boomers are in authority.  We talk to two workplace gurus about how young people need more than tech 
skills to advance in their careers once they get that first job; how to learn and sharpen “soft skills” in communication 
and work style, and how Gen-Y’ers can Boomers can “cross-mentor” each other to create a more productive and 
happier workplace.
 
Host: Christopher Michael. Guests:  Dan Schawbel, business journalist, consultant, author of the book, “Promote 
Yourself: The new rules for career success,” (www.danschawbel.com); Gloria Petersen, founder and president of 
Global Protocol, Inc., author of series of books, “The Art of Professional Connections,” (www.gloriapetersen.com)  
(www.globalbusinessprotocol.com).

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: employment, business, technology & social media, education

14:59 SEGMENT #2- Spy the Lie: The art of deception detection 10:28
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SYNOPSIS: Everyone has told a lie, but not everyone can get away with it -- especially if they come up against a group 
of CIA officers who have spent their careers ferreting out the truth. We talk to one former CIA lie detector about the 
verbal and non-verbal signs of lying, how to spot someone who might be lying, and why it’s so difficult for the vast 
majority of people to lie and get away with it.

Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: Phillip Houston, former CIA officer specializing in lie detection, co-author with 
Michael Floyd and Susan Carnicero of “Spy the Lie: Former CIA officers teach you how to detect deception,” 
(www.amazon.com) (www.twitter.com/spythelie). 

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: psychology, crime, politics, transportation, public safety & security

September 29, 2013 830a-11a

Eye on Indiana

Host Adam Ritz.  This show begins live with Urban Meyer's Ohio State Buckeyes as we honor offensive lineman Jack 
Mewhort with the 'Caught In The Act' award for integrity and character.  We travel to Pittsburgh to speak with Jim 
Chester, Athletic Director at Penn State Greater Allegheny, about his student athletes' community service projects.  We 
welcome back Bystander Behavior expert Mike Dilbeck to talk about several issues in that affect all of us from the 
world of Bystander Behavior.

Radio Health Journal

Program # 13-39
Air week: 9-29-13

2:05 SEGMENT #1: The return on workplace wellness 13:08

Synopsis: Most medium and large businesses now have corporate wellness programs for employees in an effort to keep 
health insurance costs down. Many have incentives for reaching health goals. Experts discuss how these plans work 
and whether the effort shows up favorably on the bottom line.  

Host: Reed Pence. Guests: Dr. Katherine Baicker, Prof. of Health Economics, Harvard School of Public Health; Larry 
Chapman, President and CEO, Chapman Institute; Al Lewis, co-author, Cracking Health Costs: How to Cut Your 
Company's Health Costs and Provide Employees Better Care.

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: health care; consumerism; economics; education; business and industry; 
employment

16:15 SEGMENT #2: Restarting stalled growth 7:45

Synopsis: Children's growth disorders are sometimes discounted by pediatricians. Experts discuss the causes and 
treatments for growth disorders and how parents can decide if their child's growth is a problem.    

Host: Nancy Benson. Guests: Mary Andrews, co-founder and CEO, Magic Foundation for Children's Growth; Dr. 
Richard Levy, Director, Pediatric Endocrinology Section, Rush Univ. Medical Center, Chicago.

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: health care; youth at risk

Viewpoints

Program # 13-39
Air week: 9/29/13
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1:47 SEGMENT #1 – Boy on the Wooden Box: A Schindler’s List Memoir 10:50

SYNOPSIS: Anyone who saw the movie, “Schindler’s List,” can’t help but be moved by the heroism of Oskar 
Schindler, the factory owner and war profiteer who saved scores of Jews from certain death in the Nazi concentration 
camps of World War II. We talk to the son of one of the survivors of the real Schindler’s List, about his father’s time in 
the camp and factory, and his life in America after the war.

Host: Christopher Michael. Guests:  Daniel Leyson, son of Leon Leyson, author of “The Boy on the Wooden Box: 
How the impossible became possible on Schindler’s List,” (www.kids.simonandschuster.com). 

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: the Holocaust, manufacturing, war, education, poverty

13:41 SEGMENT #2 - Robopocalypse: How smart can they get? 11:43

SYNOPSIS: Robots seem to be doing everything these days, from vacuuming floors to building cars to dispensing pills 
in a pharmacy. In the movies they regularly try to take over the world, but ultimately fail. Just how far can robots go? 
And what’s in store in fiction and the real world for them in the future? We talk to two roboticists – one who’s a sci-fi 
novelist – about ‘bots in real life and in fantasy.

Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: Daniel H. Wilson, PhD in robotics from Carnegie Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh, PA, author 
of the sci-fi thriller, “Robopocalypse,” (www.danielhwilson.com); Christopher Atkeson, PhD, Prof. in The Robotics 
Institute, Carnegie Mellon Univ., (www.ri.cmu.edu). 

COMPLIANCY ISSUES COVERED: technology, medicine, education, pop culture, media, recreation
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